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The author, sister of the English Governor-General, describes in letters her two and a half year journey through Northern India
Venturing out of Yorkshire for the first time in their lives, the Bronte sisters Charlotte and Emily traveled to Brussels in 1842, and Charlotte
returned for another visit in 1843. The journeys proved to be pivotal in both their writing careers. Under the tutelage of their brilliant teacher
Constantin Heger, the young authors penned the twenty-eight essays (devoirs) collected for the first time in this volume. Each essay,
presented in its original French, is accompanied by an English translation and commentary to establish historical and literary context. Where
M. Heger made comments, they are reproduced in full. Nine of the essays have never been published before. Sue Lonoff offers a mine of
information on the Brontes and their Brussels experience, exploring why the months in Belgium meant so much to the sisters and how their
writing exercises affected their developing prose styles.
In a letter from 1845, the 14-year-old Emily Dickinson asked her friend Abiah Root if she had started collecting flowers and plants for a
herbarium: "it would be such a treasure to you; 'most all the girls are making one." Emily's own album of more than 400 pressed flowers and
plants, carefully preserved, has long been a treasure of Harvard's Houghton Library. This beautifully produced, slipcased volume now makes
it available to all readers interested in the life and writings of Emily Dickinson. The care that Emily put into her herbarium, as Richard Sewall
points out, goes far beyond what one might expect of a botany student her age: "Take Emily's herbarium far enough, and you have her." The
close observation of nature was a lifelong passion, and Emily used her garden flowers as emblems in her poetry and her correspondence.
Each page of the album is reproduced in full color at full size, accompanied by a transcription of Dickinson's handwritten labels. Introduced by
a substantial literary and biographical essay, and including a complete botanical catalog and index, this volume will delight scholars,
gardeners, and all readers of Emily Dickinson's poetry.
Emily Brontë's poetry is more often celebrated than read. This book seeks to reinstate her poems at the heart of Victorian writing while
underlining their relevance. For admirers of 'Wuthering Heights', this work brings the concerns and methods of the novel into focus by relating
them to the poems.
A David Craig Austin Poetry Prize-winning writer presents a collection of works in which she deeply empathizes with her characters, who
include misfits, artists, the students of a fifteenth-century school, and a composer on the brink of madness. Original.
Wordsworth Classics covers a huge list of beloved works of literature in English and translations. This growing series is rigorously updated,
with scholarly introductions and notes added to new titles.
A novel about the advance of modernity on the peaceful and unprepared people of Mandragora explores the complex role of technology in
our lives.
This is the story of four 18th-century sisters, Caroline, Emily, Louisa and Sarah Lennox, great-grandchildren of Charles II, whose
extraordinary lives spanned the period 1740-1832. Caroline eloped with an ambitious politician, Henry Fox; her son, Charles James Fox, was
the most famous opposition politician of his century. Emily first married the senior peer of Ireland, but after having 19 children she
scandalized society by marrying their humble Scottish tutor. Louisa and Sarah led equally tumultuous lives.

Andrew Donelson became the president's private secretary, and Emily assumed the role of White House hostess, filling a void left
by the death of Jackson's beloved wife, Rachel, shortly after the election.".
Using updated scholarship and never-before-published primary research, this new biography takes a fresh look at a genius of
American letters.
Edward Chitham's biography of Anne Bronte, the often underrated sister of Charlotte and Emily, makes imaginative use of recent
research to redefine the personal and artistic relationship between Anne and her sisters, especially Emily. It produces new
evidence about Anne's life away from home and re-examines the traumatic period before and after Branwell's 'disgrace'. It
modifies the conventionally held view of Agnes Grey and reviews the evidence for Anne's relationship with William
Weightman.Now available in paperback, this biography provides an elegant and original life of one of the remarkable Bronte
sisters.
Jane Yolen is an American treasure, a writer of tremendous beauty and simplicity, teller of true tales that reach deep into the
human heart. These stories show of her art to its fullest. This new collection contains twenty-eight magical tales, including three
brand new ones written especially for this collection. Also included are Jane Yolen's two recent Nebula Award winners, Lost Girls
and the title story, Sister Emily's Lightship--a remarkable lyrical fantasy spun out of the poetry of Emily Dickinson.
Searching for Jane Austen demolishes with wit and vivacity the often-held view of "Jane," a decorous maiden aunt writing her
small drawing-room stories of teas and balls. Emily Auerbach presents a different Jane Austen—a brilliant writer who, despite the
obstacles facing women of her time, worked seriously on improving her craft and became one of the world’s greatest novelists, a
master of wit, irony, and character development. In this beautifully illustrated and lively work, Auerbach surveys two centuries of
editing, censoring, and distorting Austen’s life and writings. Auerbach samples Austen’s flamboyant, risqué adolescent works
featuring heroines who get drunk, lie, steal, raise armies, and throw rivals out of windows. She demonstrates that Austen
constantly tested and improved her skills by setting herself a new challenge in each of her six novels. In addition, Auerbach
considers Austen’s final irreverent writings, discusses her tragic death at the age of forty-one, and ferrets out ridiculous modern
adaptations and illustrations, including ads, cartoons, book jackets, newspaper articles, plays, and films from our own time. An
appendix reprints a ground-breaking article that introduced Mark Twain’s "Jane Austen," an unfinished and unforgettable essay in
which Twain and Austen enter into mortal combat.
When his father and sister are injured in an accident that has rendered his father comatose, estranged son Edward decides to stop
his father's life support so that his organs can be donated, a choice his sister urges him to reconsider. 1.5 million first printing.
In 1862, after Union forces expel Hannah's family from Holly Springs, Mississippi, because they are Jews, Hannah reexamines her
views regarding slavery and the war.
Reprint of the Daughters edition of 1972 with a new 57 p. introduction in which Harris blasts the original publishers. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Though generally overlooked during her lifetime, Emily Dickinson's poetry has achieved acclaim due to her experiments
in prosody, her tragic vision and the range of her emotional and intellectual explorations.
In a fictional diary, Emily Dickinson recounts her daily activities, her feelings, and her outlook on life
Explores the life of the enigmatic nineteenth-century American poet by drawing upon legal archives, congregational
records, contemporary women's writing, and previously unpublished excerpts of Dickinson's letters.
In this sequel to Survivors of the Darkness, it is 350 years in the future. Vice Consul Emily Walters is a direct descendant
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of Nickolas and Emily Mann. She is from the planet TerraI in the new solar system her ancestors migrated to 300 years
ago. The next largest planet is Kryllia. Her sister Margaret married a Kryllian named Nemos. Both are deceased, leaving
a son named Namios. He is in grave danger from her half brother, Edward. What she doesnt know is that there is a force
working with Edward more dangerous than even he is. So she has to contact Nemoss brother, Othonos, because only in
Kryllia will Namios be safe from Edward. She knows that Nemos was a halfling and suspects Othonos is too. Othonoss
mother, Cyra, welcomes her grandson with open arms, but Emily is a different matter. Emilys knowledge could destroy
her family. Can Emily be trusted? Cyra doesnt like the growing attraction between Emily and Othonos either. Any
relationship between them could hurt her son, and she wont let that happen again. Throughout the dangers to all of them,
Emily has visions of her ancestors appearing with advice and help.
"In 1727, twelve nuns left France to establish a community of Ursuline nuns in New Orleans, the capital of the French
colony of Louisiana. Their convent was the first in the territory that would eventually be part of the United States. Notable
for establishing a school that educated all free girls, regardless of social rank, the Ursulines also ran an orphanage,
administered the colony's military hospital, and sustained an aggressive program of catechesis among the enslaved
population of colonial Louisiana that contributed to the development of a large, active Afro-Catholic congregation in New
Orleans. In Voices from an Early American Convent, Emily Clark extends the boundaries of early American women's
history through the firsthand accounts of these remarkable French missionaries, in particular Marie Madeleine Hachard."
"The heart of the volume consists of letters that Hachard wrote to her father in Rouen describing the physical and
emotional ordeal of crossing the Atlantic, the startling combination of strangeness and familiarity of Louisiana, and the
exhilaration of participating in a unique missionary adventure. Biographies of pioneering Ursulines, written as obituaries
by the nuns who survived them, add to the missionaries' story. Clark also includes a contemporary account of the festive
procession the nuns made through New Orleans in 1734 to their newly constructed convent compound. These
fascinating documents reveal early American women of determination, courage, and conviction, who left behind the
traditional roles of wife and mother to embrace lives of public service. From within their cloister they made an indelible
impact on the lives of early colonists."--BOOK JACKET.
This novel examines the strength of kin ties against the pull of national identity. The story follows the lives of three
generations in a Lebanese family, and thus offers the reader a moving picture of how the Lebanese Civil War caused the
dispersal of a traditional family across the world.
The visionary saga of "Mara and Dann," published in 1999, introduced readersto a brother and sister battling through a
future landscape where the climateis much changed--colder than ever in the north, and unbearably dry and hot inthe
south. Now grown, their saga continues.
A look at the life and times of one of Britain's most intriguing and exceptional women writers.
A collection of eighty poems by the 19th century reclusive poet accompanied by paintings and drawings.
After the death of the poet laureate in 1892, Lady Tennyson spent most of her time assisting her son Hallam (second
Baron Tennyson) with his prodigious task of preparing the Tennyson Memoir. Together she and Hallam collected, sorted,
and assembled an extraordinary mass of materials related in various ways to Tennyson's life and works. Lady Tennyson
gathered and inspected all extant letters to the poet, and she worked at recovering every available letter written by
Tennyson, as well as the many letters she herself had written during forty-two years of married life. And, in addition to
selecting and arranging hundreds of letters and other items for her son's convenience, Lady Tennyson prepared her own
final Journal. From immediately after her marriage in June 1850 until shortly before her nearly fatal collapse in the
autumn of 1874, Emily Tennyson kept a running account of life in the Tennyson home. Though she by no means made
an entry for every day during that period of twenty-four years, certainly there are no sizable gaps, and she was
particularly scrupulous in noting every occurrence of the slightest moment involving her husband. The epitome Journal
put together after the poet's death is the product of a laborious combining of the several initial journals to form a more
convenient and usable whole. Since Emily compiled her final Journal soley as a source of information for Hallam, one
would suppose that she deleted certain items of highly personal material preserved in her antecedent diaries.
Nonetheless, her Journal, as we have it, is a treasure trove of information about the Tennysons' daily life, and it enables
us to see both the laureate and the entire Tennyson family circle more clearly than ever before. -- Introduction.
Background information on Emily Dickinson accompanies a chronological selection of her poems
The Uncertainty of Hope aptly captures how precarious the future is for the inhabitants of Mbare, Zimbabwe in 2005.
Through the rich and complex lives of Onai Moyo - a market woman and responsible mother of three children - and her
best friend Katy Nguni - a vendor and black-market currency dealer - we are given an insight into the challenges that face
those who only survive by their wits, their labour and their mutual support. The stories of these two close friends are
situated in a high-density suburb. However, the author, Valerie Tagwira also introduces us to a much wider cross-section
of Zimbabwean society: Tom Sibanda, a young businessman and farmer, his girlfriend, Faith, a university student, Tom's
sister Emily, a health professional, and Mawaya, the ostensible beggar. With depth and sensitivity, Tagwira pulls these
many threads into a densely woven novel that provides us with of some of the many faces of contemporary Zimbabwe.
???????BEIJING BOOK CO. INC.
Twin Spirits is an illuminating and fascinating study of the intertwined lives and works and Anne and Emily Bronte by
Robert Liddell.
The Language of Exclusion is a pioneering feminist critical study of two of the most enigmatic 19th-century women
poets--Emily Dickinson and Christina Rossetti. The authors take as their point of departure the spinster/recluse model,
which they argue has characterized most biographies of 19th-century women poets written before 1960. Rejecting this
model, they build instead on the rich tradition of feminist literary criticism exemplified by the work of writers like Elaine
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Showalter, Lillian Robinson, and Martha Vicinus. In The Language of Exclusion they focus on the shared historical
experience of these two most private poets to reveal their public significance and demonstrate the inadequacy of the
spinster/recluse model.
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First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The worst thing to happen to the season's perfect couple: marriage. When the young and gorgeous Helen Eskdale met
the wealthy aristocrat Lord Teviot, everything clicked. This was a couple that was meant to be - the match of the year, if
not the ages. But in the rush to the altar, there was no time for bride and groom to actually get to know each other. Now
the question is: Can they keep their marriage from falling apart? The semi-attached couple explores the upstairsdownstairs intrigues and comic misunderstandings central to the classic English romance with all the wit, style, and
charm of a Jane Austen novel.
Working in isolation on a Connecticut farm, Julia Smith (1792–1886) translated the Bible into English. She was the only
woman to translate the entire Bible, but her work has been alternately ignored or disparaged by subsequent biblical
scholars. This is in part because no English translation other than the King James Version attracted significant attention
until the appearance of the Revised Standard Version in 1952.In With Her Own Eyes, Emily Sampson argues that
Smith’s work anticipated trends followed by later, usually male, translators and that she deserves recognition as a
pioneering and influential biblical scholar in her own right. Smith was the daughter of a preacher and lawyer and a mother
who wrote poetry and studied linguistics, mathematics, and astronomy. When William Miller’s predictions of the end of
the world failed, she began translating for herself from the original languages. Trained in Greek and Latin, Smith taught
herself Hebrew and ultimately produced five translations. In 1876 Smith published a very literal translation at her own
expense. She hoped not only that her Bible would reveal additions made to the King James Version but that her work
would help bolster the case that women were, in many respects, the equal of men. Sampson also details Smith’s striking
personal history. She and her four sisters were seen as eccentrics in the small town of Glastonbury. They were active in
the abolitionist movement in the decades before the Civil War and later in the temperance and women’s suffrage
movements. Smith attended the first meeting of the Association of the Advancement of Women, and she and her sister
Abby became famous in Connecticut for their refusal to pay taxes until given the right to vote in town meetings.A
comprehensive look at the intellectual, social, and political circles of Julia Smith, With Her Own Eyes is a singular portrait
of one of the most remarkable autodidacts in the history of American intellectual life.
In her most ambitious collection of poems to date, Lee Upton extends and deepens her experiments with perception and
language. Drawn into the orbit of her poems are multiple figurations--a Dante-inspired guide and a Leonardo da Vinci
cartoon, Hamlet's Gertrude, and Lewis Carroll's Alice--and Emily Dickinson, Beatrix Potter, Louise Bogan, and Sylvia
Plath. While investigating elements of women's biological, emotional, and spiritual experiences that prove particularly
recalcitrant to language, she draws her attention to the "relentless experiment" of pregnancy and childbirth. Upton
examines fleeting moments when objects are seen at the periphery of vision and draws upon the language we use in
contemplating the psychic aftereffects of contemporary violence, dispossession, and exclusion.
With thousands of romance novels published each year, librarians—especially those unfamiliar with or indifferent to the
genre—can benefit from this well-organized, reference that offers scores of appeals-based read-alike lists for some of the
most popular, contemporary romance fiction. • Describes more than 400 titles grouped according to popular appeal
features • Provides access to titles through user-friendly terminology rather than the typically formal language of the
Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) • Identifies titles suited for book clubs, award-winning books, and titles that appeal
to teen readers
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